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A high pressure, supersonic, laser suslained plasma nozzle beam source has been developed
for lhe production of intense (>10’9 particles s-’ -sr-’ ) beams of atomic ar-dor radical species
having kinetic energies in the range of 1-10 eV. A high plasma temperature (10-30,000 K) is
produced in the throat of a hydrodynamic expansion nozzle by sustairiing a cw opfical discharge
in a gas using a high power cw C02 laser. Gas mixtures are expanded through the
nozzle/discharge region creating energelic atoms and molecules. An oxygen atom beam has been
produced with a kinetic energy of 2-3 eV and an inlensity of -10’8 O-atoms s-’ sr-’.
O-atom
collisions (1 eV) from an uncharacterizcd nickel surface shows strong specular scallcring with
approximately 50% energy fess to the surface, Argon beams having kinetic energies between
5-10 eV with intensitiesof>10’9
atoms s-’ sr-’ have also been produced.
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The production of intense beams of low mass, highly reactive species in the cccrgy range of
2-10 eV k difficulf due to reactions of the species with lhe production apparatus and lhe
characteristics of the production methods.

For example, a source developed by Knuth’ has been

used for lhc production C! atomic oxygcn2 but duc 10 reactions with the cleclrodcs,

!hc oxygen i:;

admillcd down stream of [he discharge region resulling in a maximum kinc!ic energy of 1 CV and
m irl!urlsily uf 3 X 10’7 s-’sr-’.
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electric fields having a range of frequencies

from wnstanl

20-50 MHZ (R.F.), and 2.5 GHZ (microwaves).
support the plasma.

(d.c. arcs). <1 kHz (a.c. arcs),

These sources require some physical device to

D.C. arcs require electrodes, d plasmas require an induction coil, and

microwaves require a resonator or waveguide.

Because d and microwave plasma healing

occ:lres by direct plasma-electric field interactions characterized by large absorption
~~ticien!s

with the ou!er layers of the

plasma,

these mades of plasma production are

characterized by low pnwer density (<200 W cm-3), modes! !emperat ures (c8000 K except for
d.c.arcs-20,000K).

Power inputs ranging from 15 kW for d.c. arcs to 100s of wat!s for RF

and microwave plasmas are required.

In the early 1970’s, it was hypothesized

7$ and then demonstrated Ihat a free-sfanding

continuous discharge could be produced by focusing lhe output of a sufficiently

POWMLJI CW-C02

laser in inertg and molecularl 0 gases at one atmosphere or above. The discharge resides near
the focus of the laser and operales above the plasma frequency at 2

THz where the electric

fields interact with individual electrons and ions to heat the plasma via free-free transitions
(inverse Bremsstrahlung)l

1.

The laser power maintenance threshold depends upon the type of gas, the total pressure,
whether the Iascr beam is horizontal or vertica! (convection sweeps Ihe ho! gas out of the laser
focal volume), tho focusability or coherence of tho I :-w beam, and the optical qualify cf the lens
syslem. For example, our work uses a 1 inch focal Iungth ZnSo meniscus AR coated lens
operated in the horizontal position with a transverse flow 1.5 kw C02 laser.

The gaSCE

xcnon,argon, and neon require 50, 300, and 1300 wa[ts rtxspectivoly for maintcmanco of the
discharge. Because the focusod power of Ihcr w Iasm Is in fhu rango 106-107 W cm-z
several orders of magnitudo srrmllcr than typical breakdown Ihrcsholds)
spark is nccdcd tn inilinto tho discharge.

(i.e.

a high energy cxterca!

This can bo provided by a conventional

clcclric

‘:park12 or, as in this work, a pu!scd C02 kwor. The primary advanlagns of Itlo Iascr sumincd
di!;chargc in crcaling cncrgr!lic alomic hcarns are Iho high tcn~pcralurcs produced by IIIC high
~wwur don:; ilics (104 W c,rn””), lho ability to .suslaln tho dischnrgc Irdeponckml
lrl;l[~rial, ;lIld low 101[11irlplll
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A cross sectional view of the source is shown in Fig. 1 and consists of two pations,

the

lens holder and nozzle holder. A 1 inch focal Ien$lth 1 inch diameter ZnSe AR coated meniscus
lens is clamped 10the end of a water cooled cnprer tube. Iridium gaskets are used to cushion
seal the lens as well as to provide maximum heal transfer to ihe copper assembly.
cqper

and

A lhreaded

clamping ring is tightened onto the lens while heating the lens, holder, and iridium

assembly to 50-70 C. This procedure provides e~cellenl sealing of the lens onto the iridium.
The nozzle holder is made entirely cf copper with all joints being welded rather than brazed.
The nozzle body is made from a 3.2 mm platinum rod 3.2 mm long, drilled 10 wilhin 0.76 mm of
one end with a diameter of 2.39 mm. The nozzle body is brazed into the end of the nozzle holder
and a 0.2 mm diameter nozzle is then elecfrcm discharged machined through the 0.76 mm wall.
A 3 mm thick copper wall separates the piatinum nozzle from the waler cnoling jacket. A double
viton O-ring is used to seal ths lens holder to the nozzle holder and to locate the lens concentric
with the nozzle.
Fig.1.

Laser Sustain~d
Discharge Atomic Beam
Source: Dischargg is
irii[iated using a pulsed
(0.5j) TEA C02 laser
and suslairwcl with a 1.5
kW C02 laser.
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Fig. 2 shows the source mounted in the molecular beam scattering apparatus aligned with
Ixdh the plasma sustaining cw (maximum power 1.8 WV) and plasma initiating pulsed (0.5
joule) C02 lasers. The output of the w laser traverses the length of a 3.2 m laser table and is
reflected back and turned 45 degrees to enfer the cource assembly.

Both copper turning

mirrors (Ml and M2) are water cooled. The pulsed laser beam is placed nearly coaxial to the
cw beam using the set of copper coated glass mirrors (M3, M4, and M5). Initial alignment of
the CW,pulsed, and HeNe laser beams is accomplished by burning a pin hole in a 0.1 mm thick
nickel foil using fhe cw laser and then adjusting the pulsed laser turiling mirrors to place i!
through the same hole. The cw C02 laser is then turned off. the mirror M6 placed in the path of
the cw beam, and the HeNe laser is aligned to pass through the pin hole.
Fig. 2 Alignment of pulsed and
cw C02 lasers with the
nozzle. The 5 cm
diamctor water cooled
mirrors Ml and M2 are
used to align both the
pulsed and cw lasers
wilh the nozzle.
Mirrors M3, M4, and
M5 are used 10align the
pulsed laser with the cw
laser. Mirror M6
employs a kinematic
magnetic mount to place
the HeNe laser beam
coaxial to the w laser
beam. Whm operating
the w laser mirror
M6 is removed. The
photocell detects the
plasma light cmittod
froln tho nozzle
assembly and interrupts
Ihe wu Icscr opcralioll
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velocity

by

moving the discharge radially using the final turning mirrors Ml and M2 and axially by
movement of the ZnSe lens. After initiating and aligning the disctmrge using argon, other gases

are mixed with the argon to obtain radical spe:ies with velocities <5 km/se If velocities
greater than 5 ktis

are desired, the argon is replaced with neon yielding velocities <10 Km/s.

Ill. BEAM CHARACTERIZATlOll

Beam characteristics are depicted in the TOF distributions of Figures 3,4, and 5. The time
of flight (TOF) analyzer used for these studies consisted of a 12.5 cm diame!er disk rotated at
31(! HZ with 8 equally spaced 1 mm slots located on its circumference.

The TOF analyzer is

calibrated using low pressure (200 torr) room temperature expansions of neon, argon and
krypton gases. The ion energy in the quadruple

mass spectrometer detectorl 2 was found to be

10 eV (25 cm path length) and the neulral flight path Ienglh was 19.5 cm. The entrance 10 [he
delector was a 0.152 mm diallleter round hole. Slots (0.2 mm wide) below each 1 mm slot are
used to oblain timing signals from a light bulb and pholocell detector.

This liming signal is used

to control a 256 channel multichannel scaler having a 2 microsecond dwell timdchanne!

which

was used to record the time of flight (TOF) spectra. The TOF spectra shown have not been
corrected for ion flighl time, timing mark offset (12 rnicrosemnds),
broadening. The repofled velocities were obtained by mrrecting

or instrumental
for ion flight times and timing

mark offsets but not instrumental broadening.

Fig. 3 Argon and neon time of
flight distributions.
Flight times hava not
been wrrected for
timing mark o!fset or
deteclor ion flighl times.
The source pressures
are indicated along
with the calculated
source tcmpcrafure
corresponding to [he
observed psak
velocities.
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The calculation of molecular dissociation: follows that of Lee3.

No
R

( @02)

=—=—

[1[1
X02

10-n 102

(1)

.—

n

f’Jo2

X.

fo~

Percent Dissociation = FU(R+2)

where 10 and 102 are the experimentally
with

(2)

observed number density signals at mass 16 and 32

the di~~ ~rge on, n is Ihe ratio of number densities of mass 16 and 32 wilh the discharge

off, XD is the dissociative ionization cross section of 02 to form 0+ taken as XD=0.88 A*, and
the xi are the ionization cross sections which we have taken as X02=1.52
Figure 3 shows argon TOF dislribu!ions

A2 and

wiih the, discharge off am’ m.

X.=

1.-I

5 A*.

The argon v~locity

with the discharge on was calculated to be 4.2 krnk and !he neon velocity of 6.9 Km/see was
found with the discharge backed away from the nozzle. Our previous work 12 with xenon
predicted that argon and neon velocities would be 3.6 krrds and 6 krnh respectively, indicating
that a crude eslima!e
Vm= vAr (dt)/m)

of other gas velocities (Vm) can be obtair ?d using the formulal 2

‘n

(T#k)’R

(3)

where m is th~ ,nass of a carrier gas, the subscript Ar refers to argon, and Tm is the plasma
spectroscopic IGrrmeralure 10 of the carrier gas.
Figures 4 and 5 show TOF spectra far mass 16 and 32 with oxygen mixtures in argon of
40%, and 49% respectively.
wilh [he 400/0 oxygen/argon

Essentially 100% dissociation of 02 !nlo O-atoms was observed
mixture while a 499!o mixture produces 98°i0 dissociation

indicating that increasing amounts of oxygen may prod’jce recombination within the nozzle.
The extent of dissociation is Jliahly dependcnl upon the placement of the discharge within
the nozzle; i.e. small changes kr the radial or axial posilion can easily produce ratios of O.atoms
to 02 of 50%. Figure 6 shows tho effecl [hat a 0.5 mm axial change in the discharge placement
in the
IIOZZIC,

rwzzlc has on the gas veloci!y distribution.

As the discharge is moved farther into Ihe

lhc velocity distribution becomes broader and peaked al higher velocities.

The plasma

Ml!; os a pl(Jg when placed in lhc nozzle and tlw initial gas dcrmily (1020 cm”3) drops by a factor
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F!g. 4, TOF Distribution of mass 16
and 32 using a 40°/0 02, 60°/0

Fig. 5. TOF Distribution of mass 16
and 32 using a 49V0 02, SIYO

argon mixture.

argon mixlure.

of roughly 10010 values of 1018101017 cm-3 due to the high tenlperature

tJf

the plasma. At

the higher plasma temperature a decrease in the total collision cross section would also be
expected 13. This creates a condition ir, which the nozzle is operating al a Knudsen number close
to unify or in the transition region between hydrodynamic and free molecular flow thus causing
a broadenirig of the velocity distribution and lowering of the Mach number. The higher peak
velocities are observed because cmoler boundaty layers in fronf of the discharge are reduced in
in!ensity.

I

I
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Fig. 6. TOF dislribu~ions of
mass 16 using a 30?40
02, 70%!0argon mixture
Distribution A was taken
with the plasma at !he
enifance to lhe nozzle
while distribution B was
taken wi!h the plasma
moved 0.5 mm farther
into tho nozzle.
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Initial results of gas scattering from an uncharacterized
Figures 7 and 8. The molecular beam apparatus
a pseudorandom sequence TOF chopper.

Ni(l 11) surface are presented in

described in reference 12 was used along with

The TOF detector is operated at 400 Hz with the

multichannel scaler operating with a dwell time/channel of 10 microseconds.

Angular

distributions were obtained by modulating the direct beam al 400 Hz wi[h a tuning fork chopper
while da~a was accumulated with a phase focked pulse counter. The TOF chopper was kept in
operation during angular distribute.rll I-lieasurements.

Counting times of 2 mi,tiangle were used

for angular distributions and 5 mi!n/angle for ‘(OF acquisition.

These initial experiments

focused on large incident angle (70 degree) scattering because of the ease of obsetving both the
direct and scattered beams. The discharge source was operated with a 50% mixture of oxygen and
argon wi!h the axial positi~ n of the discharge slightly back of the nozzle (velocity was not

optimized).
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Fig. 7. Angular distribution

of O-atoms scattcrcd
from an uncharac[crizccf
nickel crystal.
Error bms on the dnla puin!s are
approxirna[dy
the size
Ihc plo!ling symbol. The sutfaca
temperature was 300 K
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Fig. 8. TOF distributions at 70 and 60
degrees from surface normal.
The mass 16 dislritrulion when
convcrled to energy indicates
that roughly 50% of the energy
wns [ransferrcd to the solid.

Figure 7 shows ~trong specular scattering of a!omic oxygen over the angular range

accessible to lhe detector indicating predominantly direct scattering with surface residence
times on the order of the collision time. Figure 8 shows TOF spectra faken at the specular angle
70 degrees and at 80 degrees from the surface normal for both atomic and molecular oxygen.
The data of Figure 8 when converted to translational energy indicafes thal approximately 1/2
the initial beam energy was lost to tho solid. The Ni surface was not characferiztid
Iike!y consisted of nickel oxide with overlayers of 02.

but most

Further e~periments are in pl ?gress to

obtain angular distributions near the surface normal (to determine the extent of energy
accomoda!ion)

and to fully characterize the actual surface.

v. CONCLUSl~
A new beam source has been described which mes a laser sustained plasma technique for
producing high intensity (>10’9

particles s-’sr-’)

Da!a indicates that beam temperatures

and high tranlaiional energy (>1 eV) beams.

near the plasma spectrosmpic

temperature

obtained and that data from one rare gas can be used to predict results from others.

can be

Atomic

oxygen beam energies of 2.5-3 eV have been produced with intensities of -1018 s-lsr-l.
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